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Position Exchange Proposed
In the December 1989 issue a number of committees
were listed, with contact people and possible contributions to IPS. I'd like to offer some suggestions from my
committee members about exchanging information,
possibly personnel.
This committee could act as a clearinghouse for temporary positions. Much as Don Hall's excellent jobs
clearinghouse, this one could serve those of us who
could "trade places" for a specified period of time-a
month, six months, a year-something like a sabbatical.
For planetarians in school systems, perhaps a season
of exchanging with another place could give some fresh
perspectives. There would be the red tape of teaching
certificates to work through. Anyone think it's worth a
try?
What about setting up situations for volunteering
some time if you're "in the neighborhood" for an afternoon or a few days? Not necessarily swapping, but
helping out.
Perhaps situations outside the planetarium would be
possible, perhaps in an observatory. I have a contact in
New Zealand who would like to trade places with
someone in the United States or Canada for a year.
Another possibility for information exchange might
be a "sister planetarium" program. Planetariums
around the world might pair up-large staff with small
one, school with museum, Western with Eastern, and so
on. Simply writing or calling each other with ideas can
foster closer ties in this profession.
Elizabeth Wasiluk, one of the committee members,
further suggests a teleconference, perhaps between
school children at the two facilities, who've seen similar
or identical planetarium programs. The Challenger
Center group has done something similar in sending
out activities for students to do in the classroom, broadcasting a program by satellite, and taking phone-in
questions from schools around the country during that
program.
Of course, anyone participating in these programs
must be a member of IPS.
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For more information on the planetarium
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Volkmar Schorcht
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Carl-Zeiss...Stifrung
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6900 Jena
German Democatric
The projection planetarium was invented 65 years
ago; meanwhile, planetaria have become part of public
life in most countries.
planetaria having projection domes around 20m
diameter record between
100,000 and 300,000 visitors per year. People attending
planetarium shows worldwide may be estimated to
total more than 30 million per year, a number that win
grow as new planetaria are opened-sufficient reason
to have a look at the application side of the planetarium
and to analyze the denlands society places upon this
meeting place of man and universe.
The word Uplanetarium" means different things. It
may denote a device, a building or an institution. Originally, the planetarium as a device was a mechanical
model illustrating the motions of the planets about the
sun and also known as an orrery. Today, a planetarium
is generally taken to mean an optical projection
machine.
Although all projection planetaria are descendants of
the Modell planetarium built at lena in 1923, no two of
them are alike. They differ not only by size, technical
outfit and capabilities, but also by their public efficiency.
It is the large public planetaria with their high attendance figures that dominate the general notion of a
planetarium. The smaller school planetaria are often
semi-public, serving specific teaching purposes and
offering public shows in addition. Planetaria at marine
schools or astronaut training centers are dosed to the
general public. Without underrating the importance of
the latter, there is no doubt that the image of the planetarium in general is formed by the public institutions.
Still, at the end of the eighties, there are a great many
people who have but a vague idea of what would be
expected of them in a planetarium. Why is that so? We
cannot overlook the fact that the mass media-press,
radio and TV-still regard the planetarium merely as a
marvel of engineering, while failing to see it as a cultu- .
ral medium of its own. Critical reviews of planetarium
shows-analogous to those of films or theater performances-are still lacking in the culture columns of the
media. In fact, the promotional literature published by
planetaria themselves frequently does not go beyond a
mere functional description of the "sky machine,"
spreading before the reader all its parts-the lenses,
motors, gears, controls, microcomputers, etc. I am not
saying that there is no great public interest in the
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contribute to the fund should write to the College of Science and Engineering Technology, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 2801 South University, Little Rock,
Arkansas 72204. Best wishes are also extended to Derrick H. Pitts on his appointment as Director of the Fels
Planetarium of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, PA.
(Derrick will also direct the new Omniverse Theater).
To Bill Gutsch and the
of the Hayden Planetarium
in New York on the opening of their smash new
gram "Robots in Space" done in conjunction
George Lucas films. To Walter Hawley on the opening
of the Christa McAuliffe
in Concord New
(The
features a Vll~istar ,.....,..'"1>."""n_
an interactive C01mViUtE~r c:!"yc.,orn n.o':yal,"' .........V'I
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India. To
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!:3,(MTOll"l.r"O Hall of ~ljenCel
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for
"-'' ' '",''"' ......... ;:'11ca~SS} PU[)USJnea in
with the NSF
sponsored
workshop. Best wishes and congratulations to one and all!
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3. The various committees and task forces of IPS are still
busy at work on their projects. YoutH find a report on
the Script Bank Committee in the "Scriptorium" column
later in this issue and a brief letter from April Whitt on
the IPS Committee for the Exchange of Communication
and Personnel. The December 1989 issue of The Planetarian listed the chairs and coordinators for each of the IPS
committees and task forces and if you have not done so
please contact one or more of them, and volunteer your help.

4. This is a final reminder to aU IPS representatives that
the IPS Executive Council win hold its next session in
Borlange Sweden on Sunday July IS, 1990. All members
of
committee chairs, and project coordinators
are required to present written reports to Council
whether
or in person at the meeting. If you are
an
voting member of Council and can not
attend, please notify the Secretary in writing of your
proxy.
5. On the topic of conferences, please note that there are
two proposals for the 1994 IPS Conference. The Kendall
Planetarium of the Oregon Museum of Science and
Industry in Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. and the Astronaut
Memorial Han of Brevard Community College in
Cocoa, Florida, U.S.A. have both formally invited IPS to
hold the 1994 Conference at their facilities. The difficult
win be
decision between these two excellent
made at the upcoming Council Meeting. Therefore,
please let your representative know your thoughts on
this subject before the meeting.
6. During this coming fall/winter television season
(1990/91), a new series of programs about astronomy
will air on public television in the United States. The
Astronomers was produced by KCET / Los Angeles

by sen,amlg

8. As the final information
I would like to
attention a wonderful old film that is in ke~~ping
with my
comments for this column. The
.r"i"U1I.r"tl'l'(U>rfi and
David Hoffman

tions."
makers take
words of Astronaut
and Archibald MacLeish edit and
trate them with NASA toc~ta{;~e

is a
To my
ing a blank vlOeotat>e
local NASA
Ke~IDurce
JPL and they made a copy for
In closing, I wish to thank all of
contributed to the growth of our pf()te;si(J~n
their work in IPS, especially those mentioned
And to all those who are COrlSl(lenng palrtlC:lPaltlc~n
urge you again to join in! I look fn'l""'A.Y~I1".rl
your involvement!
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Minolta planetariums.
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The Hubble Space Telescope: A B
Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
390 Ashton Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94112
1. Nontechnical Books

J. & Carr, J" eds. Infinite Vistas: New Tools for
Astronomy. 1985, Scribners. Includes a chapter on

Cornell,

HST and good introductions to modem astronomical
instruments in general.
Davies, J. Satellite Astronomy. 1988, Ellis Horwood/
John Wiley. Includes several sections on HST.
Field, G. & Goldsmith, D. Space Telescope: Eyes Above the
Atmosphere. 1990, Contemporary Books. A basic
introduction by two noted astronomers. Best book to
start with.
Longair, M. Alice and the Space Telescope. 1989, Johns
Hopkins University Press. An introduction for beginners couched in the scenery of Alice in Wonderland;
probably too cutesy for some tastes.
Smith, R. The Space Telescope. 1989, Cambridge U.
Press. A detailed history of the space telescope project.

Tucker, W. & K. The Cosmic Inquirers. 1986, Harvard U.
Press. Includes a section on HST.
2. Nontechnical Articles

Beatty, J. "Hubble Space Telescope: Astronomy's Greatest Gambit" in Sky & Telescope, May 1985, p. 409.
Beatty, J. 'Will Space Telescope Be Ready?" in Sky &
Telescope, Feb. 1987, p. 146.
Bok, B. "The Promise of the Space Telescope" in Mercury, May/June 1983, p. 66.
Cole, S. "Space Telescope Comes to Life" in Astronomy,
Oct. 1988, p. 42.
Cowen, R. "Space Telescope: A Saga of Setbacks" in
Science News, vol. 137, p. 8 (Jan. 6, 1990).
Faber, S. itA Deeper Look: Two New Telescopes" in
Science '85, Nov. 1985, p. 64. Contrasting HST and the
Keck Telescope.
Fienberg, R. "First Light for Space Telescope" in Sky &
Telescope, Dec. 1986, p. 562.
Hanle, P. "Astronomers, Congress, and the Large Space
Telescope" in Sky & Telescope, Apr. 1985, p. 300. A
good history.
Longair, M. "The Scientific Challenge of Space Telescope" in Sky & Telescope, Apr. 1985, p. 306.
Maran, S. ''The Promise of the Space Telescope" in
Astronomy, Jan. 1990, p. 38.
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O'Dell, C. ItBuilding the Space Telescope" in
&
scope, July 1989, p. 31.
O'Meara, S. "How Amateurs Will Use the
scope" in Sky & Telescope, Jan.
31.
Sherrill, T. "The Space Telescope in nU!IJ:::J~ in Astronomy, Feb. 1990, p. 36. The effect of
in the
scope's operations.
Tucker, W. "The Space Telescope ::>Clen(~e Institute"
Sky & Telescope, Apr. 1985, p. 295.
Villard, R. "The Space Telescope At Work" in Astronomy, June 1989, 38.
Waldrop, M. "Space Telescope: Implications for Astronomy" in Science, July IS, 1983, 249.
Waldrop, M. "Space Telescope: Science Institute"
Science, Aug. 5, 1983, p. 534.
Waldrop, M. "New Worries About
Science, June 8, 1984, p. 107.
Waldrop, M. "Great Telescope, Bad Service Plan"
Science, Dec. 22, 1989 (vol. 246, p. 1551).
Watson, G. "Building the Space Telescope's ...., ....'..........."
tern" in Astronomy, Jan. 1986, p. 15.
Wilford, J. 'The Search for the Beginning of Time:
Hubble Space Telescope" in The New York Times
azine, Feb. 11, 1990, p. 29.
Telescope is i1t:>']{\ts:~i1
The April 1990 issue of Sky
the Space Telescope.
3. Somewhat More Technical Articles

Bahcall, J. & Spitzer, L. "The Space Telescope" in Scientific American, July 1982.
Longair, M. "The Space Telescope and Its Opportunities" in The Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical
Society, vol. 20, p. 5 (1979).
4. Audio-visual Materials

The Hubble Space Telescope Guide Star Catalog of over
18,000,000 objects is now available on two CD-ROM
disks (with software) for $52.95 from the A.S.P.
Orders Dept., 390 Ashton Ave., San Francisco, CA
94112.) The Society will have slides and videotape from
the Space Telescope in its next catalog.
The Davis Planetarium in Baltimore has a vlalneltanum
program on the Space Telescope project with some
excellent visuals.
0
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erne scriptorium
Thomas W. Hocking, Education Coordinator
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3480
As I had hoped, I am not alone in exploring the intracasies
of the Scriptorium. Accompanying me this time are Laura
Kyro and Donna Pierce. Laura, (editor of the Book Review
section) .who writes and produces for the McDonnell Star
Theater of the St. Louis Science Center, will take us through
an ugly looking door labeled ...

Scriptwriting Pitfalls
When writing scripts, I ask myself the following
questions:
1) Is that fact really theory?

Many of us tend to state astronomical information as
absolute "facts" when precious little in astronomy (like
any science which is subject to the scrutiny of the scientific method) can really be stated with certainty.
To avoid looking unprofessional (when more accurate information comes out the next day, or that quantum physicist in the audience drops by the console after
the show to say that the script was full of bunk), some
information could be prefaced with: "Current observations indicate ..."; "Many astronomers currently believe
.. ,"; "Present evidence seems to show ..."; and like
phrases. (The words "In fact, ... " tend to be casually
thrown out in a show, when the statements behind
those words may not be facts.)
While to some the phrasing may seem woozy, I
don't think that it's bad to make it dear that astronomy
is a science which is always undergoing change as new
information is received.
2)

Am I writing for "us" and not "them?"

Few planetarium facilities have a good handle on the
exact comprehension level of their audiences. Those
that have are able to write an effective script which their
patrons can easily understand. But what about the rest
of us?
A pitfall which some planetarium scripts display are
those where it is dear that the author understood the
subject matter perfectly, but couldn't quite relate it in a
manner which was comprehensible to those not so
knowledgeable.
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Unfortunately, many planetarium scripts seem to be
"reviewed" by those in (or dose to) the same field
as the director of the planetarium, the attached university academician, or staff colleagues) who may have a
similar level of knowledge on the topic and thereflore
similar lack of perspective.
All authors should have a "quality control" review
panel composed of those learned types mentioned
lier (to check the accuracy of the information) and a
son-in-the-street type (to see if the information is
standableO. After all, we're doing it for them.
3)

Can it be supported visually?

There is nothing so dead in a planetarium show as a
whole bunch of words without a visual to acc:onlpamv
and enhance them. A star-filled background can
spectacular, but when that's all the audience sees while
hearing an endless discussion of of something which
doesn't lend itself to a visual treatment, it's a problem.
The writer should always have an appropriate
effect in mind and drop those subjects (no matter how
really interesting they are) which can't be easily
ported with slides/special effects/video/etc.

4) Would it have been better as a book?
Why come to the planetarium if you could have read
the same information (in the same style) at home from a
book?
Some authors of scripts are just that-autho:rs.
tend to write to be read and not to write a verbal
to be interpreted by a narrator. This can result in
ward-sounding phrasing or run-on sentences in
the narrator has to stop and take a breath in the middle
(among other things).
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Script writers should always read their masterpieces
aloud to themselves (and/or a small audience) to make
sure that it "sounds" right.

5) Is my current "style" of writing in a rut?
Many planetarium script authors seem to consider
that the only proper planetarium show is straight narrative/lecture. While the single "voice of god" narrator is
excellent for many purposes; other styles of show presentation (e.g., a science fiction story motif, game show
format, two-narrator conversation) may be just as valid
for the subject matter.
Especially in shows for school groups or children,
straight lecture is sure to tum them off (it's too much
like school, and this is a field trip!) and perhaps keep
them from returning later.
Mix up your styles of presentation. Try to make the
process of writing as fresh and as much of a pleasure
for you as you hope it will be for the audience.

6) Am I writing down to the kids?
There is very little worse in a show intended for children or lower grades than when it is obviously adapted
from an adult show script with the ''big words"
removed and the questionably difficult passages
excised.
If you're writing for children, make it sound like you
cared enough to try to contact them on their level.
-Contributed by Laura Kyro, St. Louis Science
Center

Back in Volume 18, Number 2 (June 1989), Jeanne Bishop
wrote an article about astronomical poetry called "Stars in
Their Eyes; Poetry in Their Hearts." It seemed only natural
that sooner or later I would come across a part of the Scriptorium called ...

Poetry in Planetarium Scripts (Some
Examples)
Planetariums have been the setting for everything
from chamber music concerts to stage plays to laser
light shows to poetry recitals. Poetry and flowery language is one of my hobbies, so I was interested in finding out how extensively poetry was used in the planetarium show setting. After spending a considerable
amount of time hunting for examples, I was only able to
come up with three that I can document (I would appreciate being apprised of any others, however!). The three
shows examined here illustrate what I feel to be a range
of its possible uses.
1)

Sky Rambles, Morehead Planetarium

In this weekly look at the sky of the season, one of
our astronomy staff points out some of the noteworthy
22

sights and upcoming events and relates aD1Dronnate
seasonal constellation myths and
in a
informal setting.
As the house lights fade, and the Zeiss sun pn~pares
to set, one hears the familiar strains of
in D. Over this is a reading of an aplproprlate
the poem "Of Life Beneath the
Andrews. I would normally
Andrews' poem here so you can see
is, but the author has withheld pelmllSSllon
this forum and I will respect his UTlI!;:h,(~
In Sky Rambles, the poem serves as a mc~od-settiru!
device and is not an
of the remainder
the show, which is done
2)

Summer Nights 1989, St. Louis Science Center

Last year, Laura
wrote a
seasonal
show which incorporates some of her own verses
"actually dealt with the subject matter in Qm~stlon.
this show, each separate section has its own
introduction, and usually the
harkens back to the
poem to provide a framework for
in-depth information. Here are some brief segments to show how she
incorporated poetry with the

... The summer nights show us
asterisms, and without further ado,
them seen in the early summer skies.

constellations and
identify a

Leo roars his regal last,
The herdsman rides the sky.
Virgo, maid with shaft of wheat
Beguiles the scorpion's eye.
Hercules and crown of light
Lead eagle, swan and lyre.
The centaur draws his
bow
Within the path of fire.
Contained within this short poem is a mention
the prominent constellations in the early summer
is, late June and throughout July between 8 and 10
take each
one by one, and start by tnaiu;atm~
major directions; east, south,
and
"Leo roars his regal last" means that the cO'YIr.sreUa'llOn
Leo, the Lion, now in the
will slip below
horizon by
summer. Leo is a
figure
stars with two distinct parts. Closest to the nm'1Z(Jln
front of the lion; a backward question mark of stars lnalcal':ln!l
his mane and heart. Regulus, meaning "heart of the
the brightest star in the figure. To the east of the aue~stl(m
mark is the squat trii:mgle of his hind legs ... and the
tail.
Our second line, "The herdsman rides
constellation almost directly above us. The
known as Bootes. Pictured from the earliest times as a
of a man, today we hilve a hard time connecting the
The Planetarian, Vol. 19, No.2, June 1990

stars into a man-like image. So, in the process mentioned earlier, we've separated the brighter stars of Bootes and created
the asterism of a kite with a short tail. The bright star at the
bottom of the kite is Arcturus. You probably agree that these
stars look much better as a kite, than as a man.

Child:

Oh! How beautiful the sky looks now,
All blue and red and yellow.
The Sun, when setting in the west,
Is quite a handsome fellow.

Narrator: Twilight fell upon the land
With the evening breeze to fan it,
And then the child began to shout The line, "The centaur draws his starry bow," leads us
low to the southeastern sky in early summer to find Sagittarius, the archer. The traditional picture found in the stars in
this area is that of a half-man, half-horse creature called a centaur, with drawn bow and arrow. Today, few of us talk of centaurs on a daily basis, or see that figure among these stars.
We've separated the eight brightest stars from this grouping
and renamed them the asterism of the "teapot", with handle .. .lid ...and spout.

Child:

Oh my, is that a planet?
Which one is it? Oh could it be,
Say, Jupiter - or Mars?
A planet shines so steadily,
Not twinkly like the stars.

Uncle:

That's planet Venus ...

Our final line, "Within the path of fire" refers to Sagittarius' position within a path of dimly glowing light which
may be seen from dark viewing sites. Stretching across the
eastern sky from south to north, this path is called the Milky
Way, and is the combined light of billions and billions of distant stars. The sun and its nine planets are part of an island
community of stars called the Milky Way. galaxy. So large is
the galaxy that it would take a beam of light-travelling at
186 thousand miles per second-one hundred thousand years
to cross it. The Milky Way has a pinwheel shape with several
curving arms of stars . ...

Uncle:

Just as in Sky Rambles, the poetry is used to set a
mood, but it also helps to direct the flow of the show by
giving the audience a clue to what the next topic of discussion is going to be. In any case, the poetry is certainlya refreshing way to hear the litany of the seasonal
sky presented.
'

Narrator: Just then a light rose in the east ...

Narrator: (her uncle said)

Through the Earth's fat blanket of air.
It's closer, dear, to you and me
Than the stars that shine on far.
And that's why planets don't twinkle as much
As your real and truly stars.

Child:

It can't be day so soon!

Uncle:

No, it isn't the Sun, but a silvery orb.

Child:

Oh! It's the beautiful Moon.

Uncle:

The Moon has no light of its own
But reflects the light of the Sun.
Without that light, it's a big, dark rock
(And that isn't very much fun).

Child:

The Moon doesn't always look the same
When I look for it each night.
It changes its place, and seems to change shape.
What a strange and curious sight!

Uncle:

The Moon goes 'round the Earth, we know,
And moves a bit each day,
So when the Sun shines down on it
We see it a different way.

3) Once Upon a Universe, Morehead Planetarium
Unlike the other two examples, Once Upon a Universe
is written entirely in verse. Because it is a show targeted
for the youngest audiences, it was thought that the
rhyming sounds along with cartoon-like characters
would actually serve to enhance the show. Judging
from the commentary so far, it seems to be hitting the
mark. Here's a brief smattering of the show:

Narrator: Once upon a universe
Not so far away,
A young child and her uncle wise
Went out at the end of day.
The Sun was setting in the west;
The hills were all aglow.
The child looked up at the evening sky
And promptly whispered The Planetarian, Vol. 19, No.2, June 1990

That you have found right there.
Its reflected light shines more steadily

The Moon appears to change it's shape
And each new look amazes,
Full moon, quarter moon, gibbous, and new,
And these are called its phases.
23

The Moon lives right next door to us,
But it's bigger than it appears.
If you could put it on the Earth,
It would stretch from here to here.
Although the Moon is Earth's closest kin,
It's still far off a'waysA quarter of a million milesBy car it'd take almost 200 days!
Child:

Uncle:

Child:

But 1 couldn't go to the Moon in a car,
it's not made for that kind of trip.
I'd need to go in a rocket, at least,
Or a fancy, shiny space ship!

There are many things in the night-time world
That set the sky a'light.
There are comets, galaxies, and nebulae
And supernovas bright!
A gal-a-what? A neb-u-who?!

Once upon a Universe,
Sprinkled with planets and stars,
There's a place called Earth, with many
dreamers
Who may someday walk on Mars.
Although it seems like a far-off dream
Until outer space you find,
You can practice sailing through the stars
If you fly with wings of the mind.
Uncle:

We hope you enjoyed our little trip
Through the planetarium's night.
Now you can show all your family and friends
All the wonders you find by star-light.
Once upon a universe
The time has come to say
The night is done, the Sun is up;
Enjoy the brand new day!

Narrator: 1 hope you'll come back another time
And we'll make some more star-friends.
The story is over, the rhyming is done.
So I guess this is ...

Narrator: Our child said with a pout.
All Say:
Child:
Uncle:

I'll never learn all of those things,
And what they're all about.
Oh, it's not so very hard

Narrator: Her knowing uncle said.
Uncle:

I'll tell you what they're all about
Before you go to bed!

Child:

The night sky is so beautiful
But there's so much 1 should know.
WillI ever learn it all
Before we have to go?

Uncle:

Oh, there are many things in the universe,
More than we can see tonight.
But if you love the planets,
and the Sun that shines so bright,
If you love the starry skies
And you try to take the time
Then we can find all the wonders of the night
and make them yours and mine.

Narrator: A hush fell over the twilit land
As the child dreamt starry dreams.
The Earth turned 'round to meet the Sun
With its rosy sunrise beams.
24

The End.

As co-author of the script (with Carolyn M. Waterson, who did the fine artwork for The Scriptorium's
masthead, by the way), I can tell you that it is
hard to come up with the words to make the concepts
of astronomy rhyme while preserving their integrity.
This may indeed be the reason why I had such a difficult time finding examples for the sake of this discussion. I have a new-found respect for the saga and
writers, not to mention Dr. Seuss!
My thanks to the Morehead Planetarium for sharing
Once Upon a Universe (© 1989 Morehead Planetarium)
and likewise to the St. Louis Science Center for bits of
Summer Nights 1989 (© 1989 St. Louis Science Center).
-T.W.H.
My other c;.ompanion through the Scriptorium is none
other than Donna Pierce, of Gibbous Gazette fame ...

Information from the IPS Script Bank
Committee
The IPS Script Bank Committee currently consists of
Donna C. Pierce (Chair), Highland Park Planetarium,
Texas, USA; Thomas W. Hocking, Morehead Planetarium, North Carolina, USA; and Gary E. Sampson, Wauwatosa School District Planetarium, Wisconsin, USA. It
should be noted that the Chair is actively seeking interested members from other countries to assist with this
endeavor.
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I-l'• .,,....-.n,<",,,,,, The IPS
Bank serves as a ret)()SlltOl'V
for show
which are available to aU V'II"\O,V'II"\t-..a,...,
Scripts on file should be considered
as resource
material
not
to "reinvent
the wheel" when
with
for show
In the committee's
Script Bank is not
created to interfere
the efforts of inctetJ~nde]t\t
gram
to
and sell
or
show packages to
members of the society. It
committee's opinion that aU
who are memto avail themselves of
bers of IPS should be
this service.

'-'r' ...... ~~.;"',"" ... l

...........""1I"\itc!

should be sent to
on
black

item.

Guidelines:

1) The "seeds" of the
submitted for judging
COI1ltesjts. but volunt:arv COllinbutiOlls

cumstances.
and
sign a non-exdusive
form when
offering materials to
Bank. This license
only covers reproduction and distribution of the submitted item. All copyrights and other rights will be
retained by the author/owner.
the author wish
to grant public production or
rights to IPS
for IPS members, a check-off option for this purpose is
on the
form. Otherwise,· such agJree:ments
must be
between a
Bank
user and the
the item in question.

Donna
Planetarium.

The International Planetarium -...n,.... ""t... ,
win assume no responsibility or
in
event of copyright ownership or royalties issues which
an item licensed to it.
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Planetarium show lacks
Institute, where it has been since
State of the Art is a biweekly
look at new developments in the
field of electronics.

Ever since I was about 10 years
old, I have been fascinated by astronomy. Uncle Lou would take my
brother Bob and me to the rooftop
of his rowhouse, and we would
spend hours gazing at stars and
planets through homemade telescopes.
I've lived in this area all of my
life, and although that gives me
great access to movies, concerts,
restaurants and shopping, it hasn't
made for prime stargazing.
When I moved to the Pinelands
area of Burlington County 12 years
ago, I could see the Milky Way
overhead on a clear night. However,
the increasing amount of light pollution emanating from shopping
centers, roadways and homes has
made that beautiful sight all but in-

STATE OF
THE ART

Jim
Elliott
visible from my area. I know the
Milky Way is still up there in the
same place it's always been, but to
see it clearly now I'd have to travel
to a less-developed area . . . like
Montana.
I used to be able to see a clear reproduction of the Milky Way at the
Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia.
The Fels Planetarium is the largest
planetarium in this area, with its
dome-shaped ceiling rising several
stories above its floor. It is housed
on the ground floor of the Franklin

1933.

I still remember visiting the Fels
Planetarium as a child. A huge antlike machine would rise from the
floor, and the lights in the room
would begin to dim. Within seconds,
the "sky" above would be filled with
more stars and planets than I could
ever have imagined in my Philadelphia sky.
The "ant-like" creature was actually a Zeiss Star Projector, a rotating metal device that used a large
collection of optical lenses and motors to accurately simulate the appearance of the sky at night, free of
the light and atmospheric pollution
that surround us.
Over the years, I have continued
to visit the Fels Planetarium, and it
has continued to amaze me. It was a
place that remained unchanged, untouched and timeless - until last
year, that is.

predecessor's star quali
It was back in 1985 that I rust
heard about the Digistar, a new
computer-driven planetarium projection system that had been installed at the Hansen Planetarium
in Salt Lake City. This new system
uses computer graphics to produce
small but intense star images on a
cathode ray tube (CRT). These
"stars" are then projected onto the
dome of the planetarium by a fisheye lens that is encased in a glass
housing.
Unlike the gigantic Zeiss unit,
the tiny Digistar has the ability to
change the positions and motion of
stars to allow us to see the constellations as they appeared million of
years ago or as they will appear millions of years into the future. Stars
can be made to move in both space
and time.
And so, after four years of waiting for a chance to visit Salt Lake
City to watch the Digistar system in

action, you can imagine my enthusiasm upon hearing the Fels Planetarium was about to install one of
these new, state-of-the-art projectors. But I waited patiently until
last month to view the new system
so that my brother, who now lives
in North Carolina, could go with me
to see the "rooftop stars" once
again.
The lights in the planetarium
dimmed, and a pale, lifeless star
field filled the dome. Colorful stars
such as Antares and Sirius were impossible to recognize. Familiar constellations were lost in a video
game-like imitation sky. I assured
myself that this must be the warmup, and that this two-dimensional,
monochrome sky would soon
brighten and surpass the gorgeous,
colorful sky that the old Zeiss projector produced.
But technology is not always
kind. The improvements never

came. Things only got worse as the
stars moved across the sky is a
ratcheting motion. The old Zeiss
was smooth. Its modern reIJIRCement produces an image so unrealistic and unconvincing that my
brother's girlfriend fell asleep during the show. If I were to rate this
1'd give it
show as movies are
only one star.
I usually conclude my column
suggesting that you go see a product
or display and judge it yourself. But
in this case, I suggest that you save
your time and money. There are
many interesting things to do and
see at the Franklin Institute, but
the planetarium is no longer one of
them.
scienThere are many
tists, engineers and technicians who
are constantly improving the institution's exhibits. Now they have a
new toy to work on.
Jim Elliot is a free-lance writer.
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so that my brother, who now lives
in North Carolina, could go with me
to see the "rooftop stars" once
again.
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such as Antares and Sirius were impossible to recognize. Familiar constellations were lost in a video
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stars moved across the sky is a
ratcheting motion. The old Zeiss
was smooth. Its modern replacement produces an image so unrealistic and unconvincing that my
brother's girlfriend fell asleep during the show. If I were to rate this
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suggesting that you go see a product
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your time and money. There are
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the planetarium is no longer one of
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There are many brilliant scientists, engineers and technicians who
are constantly improving the institution's exhibits. Now they have a
new toy to work on.
Jim Elliot is a free-lance writer.
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The book is r11'1t1'1r1.:Lf1 into two main parts. Part I is a
short narrative entitled, "An Introduction to Technical
Writing," which dispenses three very useful rules for
writing about science. Part II is a cross-referenced, dictionary-style section caned, "An ABC of Technical Writing."
Young has let his wit creep into the entries in Part II.
I don't find anything wrong with that, but the buyer
should be well aware that this is not a totally dry and
objective volume (nor is it purported to be one). Some
entries help immensely in the presentation of papers as
wen as their preparation. There is even an entry on
resume preparation.
Many of the entries are concise. Indeed, many are
one word substitutes for archaic, evasive, or pompous
terms often found in science journal articles. However,
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What's New
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
A special thank you to those who have supplied grist
for t~e "~hat's New" mill 10 these many months. Your
contribu~on~ h~ve ~de this column easier to manage,
more vaned In Its tOPICS, and fatter than it would otherwise have been.
Please let ?,e encourage you to continue sending in
your new finds, products, equipment, techniques-whatever. What you find of value, your colleagues may,
too.

Touchy-Feelies from Space
I once had an astronomy professor who said that
astronomers are basically voyeurs; all they can do is
look. For the stuff of astronomy is mostly far awaywatchable, study-able, analyze-able by robot probes,
but nonetheless untouchable.
With two thankful exceptions. One is moon rocks
(still pretty exclusive as far as the public is concerned,
and except in rare cases, displayed firmly encased in
lucite). The other exception is meteorites.
Meteorites are wonderful exhibit items, but they are
even more wonderful as demonstration pieces. There's
nothin~ quite like pulling a meteorite out of your
pocket In front of a class or group-be they children or
adults-and watching the looks as you let them hold a
little chunk of the universe.
In the old days, meteorites weren't so easy to come
by. Mostly, you had to look them for yourself, or hope
that someone who did would donate them to your
museum or planetarium. Not so today, for these celestial visitors have become a decidedly entrepreneurial
affair. Today, you can buy them, as you can most anything else.
From what I hear, meteorites have become a booming
business, but it's also made them more accessible than
ever before. If you want one of your own, or have a
patron willing to give a boost to your institution's collection or to get you started with one, you have a choice
of dealers with whom to inquire.
Bethany Trading Company, P.O. Box 3726, New
Haven, CT 06525 USA, (203) 393-3395, has a color catalog available which offers a wide variety of specimens
in iron, stony-iron, stony, and tektite categories. Prices
vary with type and rarity, from about SOt (US) per gram
for Canyon Diablo irons to $50 (US) per gram for carbo-
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nacrous chondrite samples. Also offered are
stands and cases, and a selection of books on mE!tec:)rites.
Robert A. Haag Meteorites, 2990 E. Michigan, P.O.
Box 27527, Tucson, AZ 85726 USA, (602) 882-8804, also
offers a color catalog of a similar range of specimens at
very similar prices. Also available are books, slide sets
of specimens pictured in the catalog, and T-shirts.
Both companies also have small, limited, and much
more expensive samples of very rare carbonaceous
chondrites and shergottites suspected of being, rps,TlP4r'tively, cometary and Martian in origin. Both also
meteorite jewelry (which leaves me feeling vaguely
uncomfortable; perhaps I'm a purist, but it somehow
seems an inappropriate fate for space travelers to be
chopped into little bits and hung on somebody's ears!
My personal-if honest-opinion).
Other meteorite dealers listed in an article in the
August 1989 issue of Astronomy magazine include:
David New, P.O. Box 278, Anacortes, Washington 98221
USA; and Oklahoma Meteorite Laboratory, P.O. Box
1923, Stillwater, OK 74076 USA.
Meteorite enthusiast Hank Dyerle adds the
dealer names as possible sources: Cureton
Company, P.O. Box 5761, Tucson, AZ 85703 USA,
743-7239; Mineralogical Research Company, 15840 E.
Alta Vista Way, San Jose, CA 95127 USA, (408) 9236800; and Museum Bally-Prior, Schoenenwerd,
Meteorite Laboratory, Rauchensteinstr 12, CH-5000,
Aarau/Switzerland.
Those of modest means may wish to consider also
Meteor Crater Enterprises, Inc., 603 North Beaver
Suite C, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 USA, (602) 774-8350. You
can write or call for a mail order form to purchase a
variety of items, including photos of the crater and
"meteorite oxides"-fragments of the oxidized
crust of the Canyon Diablo meteorite that flaked off and
followed the meteorite in on its passage through
~tmosphere. These small pieces cost $1 and up dependIng on the weight specified, and would be an inexpensive way for teachers on frugal budgets to obtain a sample of meteoritic material for classroom use.
Doubtless there are other sources of meteorites in
addition to these. If you know of others, and wish to
send me names and addresses, I'll add them to the
And when or if you consider acquiring meteorites to
display and conserve securely out of reach in
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cases, do think also about getting that "pocket" meteorite- the one you can haul out and let people touch and
feel with impunity. I think it's well worth the trouble
and the wear and tear to be able to put your public in
direct contact with some part of an otherwise remote
universe.

The Moon Bag
April Whitt of the Adler Planetarium sends word of a
new and useful educational toy for budding astronomers 7 months to 3 years old.
She writes: "It's for young children and their parents,
and is called a moon bag. It consists of a blue cloth
drawstring bag with "kidgets" inside: soft stuffed cloth
Sun, three phases of the Moon (crescent, quarter, and
full), a cloud, and a cow (for jumping over the Moon).
There's a sheet of nursery rhymes about the moon and
some suggestions for parents to use these to teach their
children about words like 'over' and 'around' and, of
course, the phases of the Moon. The astronomy is all
accurate, and well presented."
April's tried it out on her young daughter Carter, and
already has her pointing at the Moon. Having acquired
a sample bag myself (these things must be play-tested!),
I, too, found the bag and teaching guide to be nicely
done-and colorful. It's not easy to find science-related
toddler toys; this is one to consider carrying in your gift
shop.

(Appeal,

The Moon Bag (full name: the
Curious
Box
Bag), is put out by Questioning Minds, P.
Decatur, Illinois 62525 USA, (217) 429-9423 or
6636. It's one of a series of Baby Curious Bags,lnc:!u<llrllg
the Seasons Bag (also science related), and the Kitten
and
and Foot Bags (designed to help develop
arithmetic skills).
Thanks for the tip, April!

Challenger Teleconferences
Last January 26, the Challenger Center broadcast
.IIinteractive satellite
titled "Return
the Moon," featuring
view with Apollo astronaut Mlc:na,el
satellite Telstar 301,
19.
If you missed it, but would like to know about
programs, you might want to
on the Center's
ing list. Contact Michele
The Challenger Center, 1101 King
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA, (703) 683-9740.
The Center hopes to do a fall program on the Hubble
with Ms. Maduro as
Space Telescope. If you
Challenger Center Distance
Network
should receive notice and can send for a
lum packet to accompany the program.
Until next time--what's new?

continued from page 10)

visitor can rely on the fact that the projections rigorously follow the laws of celestial mechanics and the
finding of astrophysics.
Scientific correctness is also required of the texts and
pictures presented, but it is not enough. Dawn in the
planetarium may be either plain and prosaic or emotionally touched. A particular piece of information may
be presented by a dull inscription slide or by an artistic
illustration. When the narrator tells about the chemical
composition of the atmosphere of Venus, why not project, at the same time, the clouds drifting across the surface? Scientific correctness of the facts presented does
not imply the abandoning of artistic means for their
presenta tion.
Scientific correctness should not be confused with
realistic presentation either. Travels through the solar
system, a landing on Jupiter's moon Ganymede, passing through the rings of Saturn or the passage of a
comet-these are presentations that cannot be realistic.
Nor do they have to be. They are rather concentrated on
what is essential, lucid or typical, or on particular features. Advanced equipment and recent knowledge
make it possible to visualize these effects on a scientifically sound basis. Fancy and aesthetics have a part to
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play in this. Artistic presentation is, thus, not in cmuu<ct
with the scientific content. The degree of artistic ........'......."....
depends, however, notably on the current state scientific knowledge. The artistic effects are intended
the
impress, in the best sense of the word, To
impression and to make it lasting, the effects f'l"o.""l1i!~nfl'u
have to be overdone. On the other hand,
never be used so lavishly as to dim the informative conat
tent of the presentation. A show that aims
impressing the visitor fails to satisfy the general
demands placed on a planetarium.
outlined
Most planetaria operate
the
above, either consciously or spontaneously. Time is
for planetaria to become fully aware these Dri.ndlDIE~S
and to propagate the general intentions of the plalne1:arium as a medium. Whether a planetarium
itself a planetarium or prefers to be termed a "::><:Iel1Ce
Center"-it is, and remains, a unique, intlerdlisc:ipllimrrv
facility with specific scientific and cultural features
own.

This article originally appeared in Jena Review,
reprinted from Seiler Projections, with permission.
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Planetarium Usage

For Secondary
Students
Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
Methacton School District Planetarium
Eagleville Road
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403
INTRODUCTION
1990 marks the 100th anniversary of the death of the
great Dutch artist Vincent van Gogh. During this year,
there will be symposiums, books, operas, films and the
largest van Gogh exhibition ever assembled, and yes
even planetarium programs, aU designed to celebrate
this brilliant artist. To be honest however, it was just a
coincidence that I happened to develop the following
planetarium lesson during this auspicious year. My
motivation for creating the program hinged on my personal interest in van Gogh, the support of the art teachers in my building, and a series of articles that I had collected from Sky & Telescope over the last few years,
discussing the possible astronomical elements of some
of his paintings. The lesson is presented here not so
much as to celebrate the centennial of van Gogh's death,
but to rejoice in the timelessness of his works. The
beauty and power of van Gogh's paintings go far
beyond the constraints of one calendar year, and therefore other planetarium directors may wish to adopt
some version of this lesson for their schedules whether
it is in 1990, or the many years to come.
The following planetarium lesson was developed for
eighth grade students at the Arcola Intermediate School
in the Methacton School District. As part of the art curriculum, students work in various media to create their
own art works, but they also spend some time studying
Art History. One of the artists that they examine is Vincent van Gogh and of course one of the paintings that
they study is "Starry Night." "Starry Night" is perhaps
the most famous night sky painting ever created. This
lesson was designed to offer them a different perspective not only on the painting, but on the painter himself.
This lesson would be an excellent lab activity for students in the Arts, General Science, or Astronomy
classes. Depending on the level and number of students
involved, the lesson could be offered as described here,
or the references to "worksheets" could be eliminated
and the lesson presented without use of the written
materials. Students have found the program to be a captivating and thought-provoking exercise, demonstrating
the inter-relatedness between the arts and the sciences.
Readers are invited to try this lesson with their students
32

and to report to me on the outcome. If you
questions, wish to have copies of the stuael:lt
sheets, or desire to discuss the lesson further, please contact me. And finally, as always, please consider submitting some of your favorite lessons for publication this
column. (See the guidelines at the end of this
Thank you.

THE "STARRY NIGHTS"
VINCENT VAN
A Planetarium

by

Gerald L. Mallon,
Purpose: To examine some of Vincent van
Itnight sky" paintings, to determine if van
actual images from the night sky in his
whether he created purely fictional forms for his
ductions.
Behavioral Objectives: By the end of the
the
students should be able to:
1. Identify the starfield in the painting "Starry
on the Rhone.
2. Analyze the painting "Starry Night on the
and knowing the direction of the horizon scene, and the
direction of the starfield, offer an explanation
composition.
3. Construct a plan for investigating the n~1Int1lno
''Road with Cypress and Star" to determine if van
could have been painting an actual scene from the
sky.
4. Explain the possible connection between the central
image in the painting "Starry Night" and the drawing of
M51 (the Whirlpool Galaxy) by Lord Rosse, as proposed
by Whitney and Boime.
tI

Materials: Slide Projectors, Slides of some of van
Gogh's paintings, (in particular Starry Night, Road with
Cypress and Star, and Starry Night on the Rhone),
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Procedure:

1"''''''"..... "... Dutch artist Vincent van

described
and

historians as
but an intriguing

does
a basis in the reality of the
sky? Did van
use actual
from the
sky in his paintings or did he create
fictional forms in his works? Over the last
years an
art historian, Albert Boime and an astronomer, Charles
Whitney, have been independently investigating this
very question. They have come up with some surprising
results, and today you'll have the opportunity to conduct your own investigation into this matter of reality
versus imagination, as we examine three paintings of
the night sky that represent some of the "Starry Nights"
of Vincent van Gogh.
au(~sti(m f(~m,alnSy

After this introduction to the topic, engage the class
in the following activity. We will begin our examination
of van Gogh's work by starting with an earlier "Starry
Night." "Starry Night on the Rhone" was painted in
September 1888 in ArIes, France.
to them that to
conduct the investigation today it will be necessary to
collect evidence from a variety of sources including:
The many letters that Vincent van Gogh wrote
mainly to his brother and sister. In these
van
y

y

examination, it would aD1De2lf
fairly accurate view
remains. Does anyone
need to be looking in
(north). Yet in the n~llnhlnO"
western "O'V.&""""""'"
painting towards
ium.) Look at the
can
thoughts on
van
have
em sky over
southwestern view of

student responses and try to elicit the following two
points: 1) The sky towards the south did not contain
any prominent stars or constellations and 2} There
would have been a full moon on the 18th of the month.
The light of the moon would have obstructed all but the
brighter stars in the area around it. This effect would
have lasted for several few days.} It would appear then
that van Gogh did create an accurate view of the night
sky but merged it with the horizon from a different
direction. Perhaps he chose the northern sky because it
was more interesting and because it was farther from
the problems of the moonlight. As I bring the lights
back up, write a short summary of our findings in the
space on your worksheet.
For our next activity, we are going to look at another
"night sky" painting by van Gogh called, 'Road with
Cypress and Star." Our goal is to try to identify the
celestial objects in the painting, and to find out if van
Gogh could have actually seen them in the sky. But this
time your task is going to be a little different. Rather
than my taking you through the process step-by-step,
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you are going to have to develop a plan for tn,resti2:a.ting the painting. The class will be divided into teams
and each team will try to develop the best possible
for investigating the painting. From our examination of
the first painting, you had a chance to see some of the
elements that would be necessary to conduct such an
investigation, for example, it was necessary to somehow
date the painting to a particular time of the
it was
important to check the weather records, etc.
team
will have to decide what evidence it wants to collect for
this new painting, in what order it should be coillect:ed,
and from where you could expect to get the information. Also, after you've all agreed on the evidence and
recorded your plan on the space on your w()'rk~~h~~ts,
then you must construct a flow chart showing the order
in which the evidence should be collected. For eJalm'ple
you can't check the weather records until you
what dates you want to check. So the order of your flow
chart should reflect this. You should list the first
that you think should be taken in the top box, and then
continue down using as many boxes as necessary for

Vincent van Gogh, Starry Night (La Nuit Etoilee), 19 June 1889. Oil on canvas.
Museum of Modern Art. Reprinted with permission.
The Planetarian, Vol. 19, No.2, June 1990

your plan. When you have finished, we will compare
the plans from each of the teams and then proceed to
conduct the investigation based on the best elements
from each of the plans. (Divide the class into teams of
approximately 4 or 5 students each. Give the teams a
few minutes to work. As they are working, circulate
among them and offer assistance as may be necessary.
'--VA"'\...'~" one sample plan from each team. Read each
plan aloud and ask the class to look for similarities
between them. Create a composite plan using the best
elements from each of the team plans. The final plan
and flow chart should contain the following:
1) Determine the
date and the location
by
the letters that van Gogh
for the
wrote.
2) Determine which dates
this
other
have had a
records or the nl~11"'I.o.t~,-in'rn
3) Find out the
was clear on the proposed dates
by
the
records.
4) Using
planetarium check for
bright objects
near the moon on the proposed dates.
The above plan is basically the one that two astronomers, Olson and
of Southwest Texas State
Inl"(ror'~lhT used to
this painting. If we follow
we would
that: 1) Based on van Gogh's
art historians have concluded that "Road with
and Star" was painted at St. Remy in Provence,
near the end of van Gogh's yearlong stay
there. ·h£\,....... 4-,........... he created the piece shortly before May
1890 when he
St. Remy by train. 2) There would
have been a waxing crescent visible on May 19th or 20th
but this would have been after van Gogh left the area,
so it would have to have been the waxing crescent seen
the month before on April
1890.3) Meteorological
records indicate that the weather turned mediocre for a
22nd, but would have
period starting on
on the 20th or
This now takes us to
when we can check the sky for any bright
stars near the moon. We will set the planetarium for
France and look at the sky
April 20, 1890, at St.
near the moon for the
stars seen in the painting.
on the moon and stars. If
(Bring the lights down.
possible, do not turn on the planet projectors yet. Point
out the moon and the area around it.)
Here is the sky as it would have been seen on the
of April 20, 1890 shortly after sunset. I am projectthe moon and stars as they would have been seen in
St. Remy, France at that time. But the moon doesn't
appear to be near any bright stars on this night! Are
there any other objects that might appear to look like
stars when seen in the sky? (Accept the student
response of-planets.) Yes, planets would look like stars
and if we add the planets to the night sky, we find that
two planets would have been dose to the moon on the
night of April 20. They are Venus and Mercury. So it
would appear as if this painting may also be a fairly realistic view of the night sky. However, once again van
Gogh has left us with a puzzle! Compare the grouping

the moon and two pICllne1ts
the same ob'iedts

as seen at
(Student resOOilse:
the one
cent.)
are a
other . . . """' . . .
should be aware, as well. In
and to
is a church
it
are shown, but the
have
seen to the north from van
and the
to the south and east. We can see th'O.l'o.,....
that van Gogh obviously
the po~ilU(m
earth-bound objects to suit his ideas
C01npositio:n.
Keep this in mind as we examine the rest
ing. Next, let's examine the bright
horizon and just to the right of the ~n"'roPl.:lc;:.
appears to be an extremely bright
sibility would be a planet. The
have been seen as a "Morning
before dawn. But would van Gogh
Indeed he was aware, as evidenced
10.........'

1"O

wrote to his brother Thro. ''This
I saw the
country from my window a long time
with nothing but the morning star, which looked very
" So the bright
in the
may actually
ret>relsenltative of
what of the
seen in the sky above the horizon?
to the astronomer Whitney, this is probably
the
Way. (Turn down lights
until the Milky
is visible.) As
see for ".n'....."''''' ••
adjust to
Milky Way would have been seen low
in the
the

as
as
as we take a train
. . "'.., ........ ,,,, we take death to reach

.........., ....>&,......... ,' ....

"" .....,"""" ...,F,

rnl"'1I"IPj'u

famous
apt:>erured in
and
at the drawn~semt~laIlce to the central

in ......:"' ............
window
one time or
were not all in view at the
need to
the notion
I think he
impn~ssiorls £iathered over
COIlcllloe that .....:1-"', ........
its connotation of

stars. This is evi.delnced
Gogh's letters COl1ltailned retlerenCE:~S
the universe but
nant
the tnllnll~rmC"
his suicide by gllJ1Shiot
the following to

niP1I"h!l11"llc:!

Vincent Vain
but he has left
cherish.

ibb us
t
Donna C. Pierce
Highland Park Planetarium
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas 75205
214-520-6967 (fax)
Mother Earth Must Be Pleased:
Or at least a little happier. The 20th Anniversary of
Earth Day last April appeared to be more acceptable to
the
public than in previous years. Numerous
Day festivities were celebrated throughout our
country and just maybe we earthlings are beginning to
understand that our inheritance just might require some
commitment on our part. I see a faint glimmer of hope
and feel encouraged that these commitments will help
to save our precious planet. I feel we planetarians
should shoulder the leadership in these endeavors! By
providing this leadership for changes in our collective
behavior and thinking we just might forestall the horrendous prospect of an ecological collapse.

Who's On First?
Derrick H. Pitts is the new Director of Sales at the
Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia. Derrick has twelve
years with the Franklin Institute Science Museum ..... .
Eileen M. Starr, past director of the George Stahl Planetarium at Eastern Washington University, is pursuing
her doctorate in science education ...... Just call her (Kris
McCall, that is) Director of the Sudekum Planetarium of
the Cumberland Science Museum! Planetarium Educator Richard H. Shores credits Kris with "the drive,
energy and creativity to make things happen"! ..... John
O. Williams (Astral Projections) in August will become
the new Assistant Professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock. John has the task of filling the shoes of retired
Professor Paul R. Engle-no small task (information on
Engle's retirement celebration follows). John's SCI-FI
RADIO series is presently heard on 108 radio stations!
..... ???? for the Planetarium Technical Director, Bishop
Planetarium...... ???? for Buehler Planetarium Internship
position. ???? for the Astronomy Education Coordinator, H.C. Kendall Planetarium, Oregon Museum of Science and Industry. ???? for a Director of the Hopkins
Planetarium at the Science Museum of Western Virginia
in Roanoke. ???? for a Planetarium Astronomer, The
Roberson Center for the Arts and Sciences in Binghamton, New York. ???? a visiting position for 1990-91 at
Nebraska Wesleyan University, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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PROFESSOR PAUL R. ENGLE RETIRES:

The Mid-South
mrlctlon with the
~""",".,,~.cvi Paul R.
distinguished career in
NATIONAL
PARTY April 28 at the l-''ln:naCle
The following night a
SHOW SPECTACULAR at the UALR Planetarium
enjoyed by Paul's many friends. Proceeds from
events went to the PAUL R. ENGLE ENDOWMENT
FUND for the Planetarium.
REGIONAL ROUNDUP, Southwestern Association of Pl"'naf-"'...; ........""
issue). Many of you know Paul as IPS's first
from 1970 to 1972, and as a friend and COJlleC:lf!tle
wish him much success in his retirement
as Planetarium lJi]"ector
Paul's career has span 15
and faculty member of
of
Astronomy at UALR;
members; over 40
New Mexico State
know he
Pan American, and U ALR.
Hight commander and instructor for the United
and the Royal Air Force in the
an American Airline's pilot; and an officer in the Civil Air Patrol?
The PAUL R. ENGLE ENDOWMENT FUND
THE PLANETARIUM as been created in rec'og-nitllon
Paul's distinguished career and
from
will be used to support the educational and
vice activities of the UALR Planetarium.
sent to the Engle Endowment Fund, UALR I-"I~"ol'''''''_
ium, 2801 S. University, Little
AR 72204-9989.
"Yes, We Do Care":
County
Yes, we do care.
we will not
wish you would have checked your
and contacted
us about the star dedication program before
wrote
your disparaging comments in the March,
issue of
The Planetarian. Dale goes on to give me a little of the
hi3tory of the program and how it is conducted. 'We
recognized that there were many people in our community (the ones inquiring about the National Sky Registry) that were looking for an unusual, astronomically
related gift that they could give. After very careful consideration as to what would be reasonable and
priate, we decided to stimulate giving a gift
ship in The Friends of The Planetarium by offering (for
a $30 donation instead of the normal $20 membership) a
certificate stating the dedication (not the naming) of a
prominent star. As an additional incentive, we include
AstroMedia's The Star Book . ..... The program
interest in astronomy, involvement with The I-"I~na.·",,,_
ium and additional income. We are up front with our
patrons as to what they are getting for their
and
do nothing to mislead them as to the nature, or ,:;... ~ ..... &A .......... V'......

.;;J>I.U.l.U..&,lQ.Lt;"
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cance, of what it is they are getting. I believe that what
we are doing does fit in with the general guide lines
established by IPS concerning misleading activities."
You are right, Dale, and I stand corrected. There definitely is a difference between dedicating a star versus naming
a star for someone. I hope you will accept my heartfelt
apology. Also, I was so impressed with your Journal of
the Universe on Orbit that I am mailing my subscription
in today! Keep up the good work.

hCllIp~:;e

with
'91 will be from Dallas

Kudos:
To the Don Harrington Discovery Center in Amarillo!
The Discovery Center win begin construction on a new
20,000 square foot wing adjoining the present facility.
The addition will triple the size of the existing science/
technology center and planetarium reports Steven
Zavamey. The Discovery Center serves the Panhandle
of Texas (myoid stomping grounds) and has seen a dramatic growth in popularity for the 14-year-old science
center. Three new permanent exhibit areas are planned:
Exploration Gallery, Kidscovery, and Consttuctures.
Director
N. McKinney reports 'Dinosaurs!' drew
over 63,000 people to the Center during a five-month
period and the new wing will accommodate over 500
compared to the 150 visitors received now. Completion
of the new wing is scheduled for December!

OhO

Can You SeelHear.

Solar Eclipse '91:
Michael E. Chauvin reports "Eclipse of '91 could
fund a planetarium on Big Island." In an open letter to
the Mayor and people of Hawaii County Michael recommends that the eclipse of July 11, 1991, be used as a
means of generating revenue for the construction of a
public planetarium on the Island of Hawaii. "At 7:30
a.m., on the otherwise quiet morning of July 1991, the
island of Hawaii will be engulfed by the Moon's
shadow, and people there will experience a total eclipse
of the Sun, perhaps the only eclipse of this kind
observed in Hawaii since the beginning of its brief
recorded history." Michael goes on to suggest that the
planetarium be located on the Island of Hawaii since
the only other planetarium is on the Island of Oahu. His
8- point plan includes an ad hoc hotel surcharge; a surcharge for all tickets on all interisland flights bound for
the island of Hawaii during the eclipse period; an
appropriate surcharge, tax, or "user's" fee on aU rental
cars; a toll for the use of Saddle Road; the publication
and sale of an official astronomical ephemeris for the
event; large-scale, organized, outdoor entertainment in
the form of a "Sunshine Festival;" coordination of other
events; and the preparation and sale of videos and other
mementos. Now that's a fun fundraising campaign!
With Hawaii's rich astronomical heritage Michael asks:
"and what better place to teach... to metaphorically bring
the heavens down to Earth, than in the exciting environment of a modem planetarium?" Go for it!
The Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas filled their

over 5,000
the past ~",p1":::lI1
with others
agenda-calling
which leaves only
the sky." (Smithsonian's Air
Radio Astronomy at the
J. Nix, (Associate Planetarium ..., .............
successful with their new telE;~SC()pe
sunspots, solar flares and even
If you have any
about the ......
to contact either
Brown or Alex Banet
the following directions:
collinear anterma
connected to the 135 Mhz Yaesu FRG 6000 reclelV€~r
'In..O;n.'iI"\IIO

!:l1l'1l'11nr1l

'U' ..

n ............;,..,...
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which is connected to the Tono VHF 2M-19OG AU Mode
Linear
which is connected to the Realistic
Weatheradio
which is connected to the Industrial Scientific, Inc. Omniscribe Chart Recorder which is
connected to the Astron RS-35M power supply which is
connected to the
and two Mocronta 7-day Programmable Timers
to electrical outlets. (The
S. W.A.P. Newsletter, Vol XIV, No. D. That sure beats the
bone connected to the thigh bone connected to .....!
more information and assistance in choosing a tel........... VIV.'-' contact one
our
at .......
We've got
My thanks to
St.
Louis Science
for bn:ngllng
National Camera hXlchc;m~~e's "TE~le~)cOlpe
1990". To

1926 to 1977. He was the director
I:l'hiladelp~rua and then the
w(Jlrki.ne: for

Did You Know:

Kl1'lT'ln,O'

instruments as a
2.4" refractor with dock
"' ........,."."',"'40 an 8"--or even
lucHC1'OU.S! Even the aU-azimuth
SU~~2:e:st are far stretches for the
ntPl'\nl"l"tl')C;: where the best start would
a
10 x 50 to 20 x 80 binoculars
as Golden Books'
find that actively pUSfllng:
be~nnnelrs n'l"r'i'(;ru"1t:.C;:
with C;:1111"n1"'lCl111001Iu
markE~tlnlg niche.
for taking the time to
hx(:hmtlge thoughts
I
the IPS memberNational Camera
1990."

A Few Good Men:

as an Ct'Y'r'iln.r'il"n,(J'
etarium director. A
and GPPA Dr. LU4~nlltlgtloeltler
planrulng of Mueller
at the University of
NeorclSka, the Tiel Sanford Planetarium in Cherokee,
Iowa, and the Lueninghoener Planetarium at Midland.
He was also an advisor to most of the planetariums constructed in the Nebraska area during the '50s, '60s, and
'70s. "Dr. Lueninghoener's legacy lives. It lives in the
planetarium named after him by alumni BEFORE he
It lives in the design of the campus observatory.
It lives in the lives of those of use who were his students. It lives in the lives of aU of us who were privileged to know him." (The Plains Planetaria, Vol 17, No. 1)
James Stokley passed away last December in La Jolla
at the age of 89. Stokley wrote for Science News from
!:'.I

see

FORUM

Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118

Special Programs for Special People
To prepare this issue of FORUM, I contacted a number of people who are providing special assistance and/
or programming for all the special people who attend
their planetaria. Special thanks to all the dedicated people who responded to the following question; I hope
their work win inspire others to seek out and have
greater contact with these special-needs visitors.

What kind of special programming is being done
in your planetarium for special people? How are
you addressing the needs of the visually and hearing impaired? What special efforts are made on
behalf of emotionally handicapped or learning disabled visitors?
I wish to extend my thanks to John Mosley and Kris
McCall who suggested a number of planetarians to contact. I invite anyone with creative ideas to submit them
for publication in the next issue. Please submit by 1 July
1990.

tracks are fed to a row of rear
hardwired headset stations. Visitors can select which
guage they want to listen to (by rotary switch), and
what level (standard volume pot) via
headphones distributed from the planetarium control
console on request.
When the Albert Einstein Planetarium
1976, we used an FM broadcast system for
same
purpose, but it proved to be very cumbersome to maintain. Visitors could request a small ha1ttpl"V-lr>01NPlrpci
receiver that sat on their laps. Audio was r'iDI,h!7D'lI'Or'i
pneumatic headphones like those on airlines, with
added difference that each pair had
ear
that had to be replaced after each use. I'm sure there
must be a bushel or two of those replacement ear
still stashed somewhere around the Museum.
Designed and installed
NASM's audio-visual technicians, the hard-wired system has been far easier to
operate and maintain. And, we don't have to
replacing an odd-sized battery in each of the receivers
all the time.
Tom Callen, Program Resource
Albert Einstein PI!:llnof'~Yi'n",""
National Air and Space Museum
Washington, DC
*****

We consider our star theater to be several theaters
under one dome, since we target a variety of
for a variety of audiences. We offer feature
the general public, school programs, preschool
and family shows. Of course, there's another classification of programs, which we creatively think of as
"other." It includes laser shows, live satellite
for
events such as the Voyager/Neptune encounter,
concerts, magic shows, one-of-a-kind industrial
tions, weddings, and-well-tlothers." We've
duce a funeral, but just imagine ... the casket disaOl::>earing on the descending elevator, a puff of
smoke, and ...

*****

The Albert Einstein Planetarium has currently confined its special programming efforts to providing foreign language translations of its public shows. Once the
English version sound track of the show is completed,
timed copies of the script are sent out to French, German, Japanese and Spanish translators recommended
by those countries' embassies. After the translations are
independently checked for accuracy, they are recorded
and edited to match the English version so there is a one
to one correspondence with. the visuals taking place on
the dome.
The finished foreign language narrations are then put
onto individual tracks of a secondary 8-track tape deck;
this deck is slaved via SMPTE time code to the primary
8-track deck playing back the show's music, sound
effects and English narration. The foreign language
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Your request for my response
this 1'01(ruM topic raises
guilty twinges.
We send our promotional mailings to as
izations as possible, including those agencies .............
with special audiences, in order to encourage attendance by those special visitors. We encourage n1"O'!:lIn1'7~_
tions which work with the physically or emoti~[)nalUV
handicapped, and with the learning disabled, to
their clients to any of the wide diversity of ....,.."", ....... ~, . . . .
ming we offer, and we are available to suggest
programs are most appropriate for which groups. In a
sense, we take the approach of mainstreaming, rather
than isolating, special visitors, although we schedule
£J"" • .IO.
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audiences.
after we
an award for ha:ndicapped
)rg4mi:zation for Accessible
........ ,_'-"",.:>.. .., ...... to visitors in wt\ee~lct\allrS
which is reached via a
the star theater make co!:!,hnnr
~OI"'.1,,£>I·<Y " •.
and advance seatneeds.
prc)gfciffilmirag for
\:.t""\_lCc)i:HL/.U. .lL

14: . . . l r I . ,... """

C1VihT_,c'tCl.n

AAl ......""_,

We occasionof our feature
but we've learned over the
a show un til we receive
been our
attendance
.... v,l .. '-J!'... '-I.

been done for us
since
use of lar\gtla~~e
ferent from what the hoo...............
Kodali th slides

*****
If you are thinking of a special program for any kind
of
people, you must be aware that you are
a minority, which means there is almost no
dealing
chance to fill a dome with 300 seats or so. My experiences with classes of hearing impaired and deaf people
is that they corne in groups of 15 to 40, and their travel
budget is too small to visit the planetarium more than
once per year. So, whatever you are doing, you will
make it for a few people with certain needs, who come
only on relatively rare occasions. However, making a
program which serves their special need is not only an
educational challenge, but also a social task.
Before we started a show for deaf and

After the show we have reserved some 20 minutes
discussion with the audience. This is
because it gives us
Patience is sometimes
.... v ............... of the deaf bec~aw;;e
to speak without
Many deaf and "'~,..... ~.~ i'rnn.:)irf>d
ing. So, when cOlmnluIuc,itiru!
in
structured

Always keep in mind that these people are handicapped, but not dun. They are living in a world of
silence or diffuse sounds, and many things which we
"normal" people can immediately understand just by listening must be extensively explained to them.
An automation system, at least for the slide projectors, can be of great help for this kind of show. However, when we started in 1981, there was no computer
control in our planetarium, and it worked fine, nevertheless. The operator had to keep in mind when to fade
and advance the different projectors. It's just a matter of
training! The enthusiastic reaction of the deaf people
really was worth the effort of preparation and production!
As far as other disabled visitors are concerned, we
have no special shows. Visually impaired people are a
problem since the planetarium is a very visual medium.
However, the planetarium does have one advantage
over the real sky-the Zeiss stars are brighter than those
Uwe Lemmer
outside!
Bochum Planetarium
Ruhr-Universitat Bochum
Bochum, West Germany
*****

Editor's note: Subsequent to receiving the above letter, the
following note arrived:

in our school c;:,,,~tt:'>lm
dents at the
and
levels make at least two or three visits
ium each year.
In preparation for o;:JV'~........;.u
found it helpful to meet
that win be visiting the plalne tanLU 1111, e~sp€:ClaH
teachers are eX1Delier\cea plarletcrrnlm ",'C!'i-",..",
what to expect.
that win be relevant to
Many special education studell1ts
with changes or unusual events in their
and we do not want a visit to the pl,me:tru'imrn
disruptive of their
enjoy with our :!SPC;!l;.l.4~
them around the
on a
who I am, so a visit to the pl,ane:tar'iulm
deal. Every speCIal 00lUC8lUOIfl
can just walk
Because their classes tend to
to conduct the leSSOI\S
other classes, I
sonal interaction.
taped shows, I can
more
back,
slower or faster as ne(~ecJ.,
dia te
to their awestllon.s.
reinforce
and COIlce~ptS
to use lots of models to errtpf1laSllZe ;..~;;:;, pOSJ.tiOIflS,
distances, and motions.
feel, move the models and
also helpful.
I have also had success with
if I have a
to meet
classroom, talk with them about cOJ1.cepts
discussed in the
and . . . . 0"'''..'''''
visuals that
will see
The
the
.;;u ..

While working at the Akima Planetarium in Knoxville, Tennessee, I was involved in a 1979-80 grant to
produce and distribute several planetarium shows
designed specifically for the hearing impaired. The state
school for the deaf is located in Knoxville, and groups
from the school would occasionally visit the museum
and planetarium. Hence, we were able to identify a
greater need to program for a specific handicapped
audience than most other planetariums would have. A
grant application was the result. Four original shows
and a kit to adapt Hansen's liThe Legacy" were produced and distributed to over 100 planetariums before
the grant period ended. Also, earphones were installed
in three seats to accommodate hearing restricted visitors
at our regular and school shows.
Charles R. Ferguson
Bays Mountain Park
Kingsport, Tennessee

1'11111"'1"0-

*****

Our planetarium is situated in a school corporation
with about 2200 students K-12. Our school cooperates
with several area schools to provide education for special students. Housed at our school are moderately and
mildly mentally handicapped, learning disabled, and
severely emotionally handicapped students, while hearing impaired, multiple physically handicapped, autistic,
and severely handicapped students are taught at
another school corporation.
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special
in
Sensitivity to their
a long way toward

*****

In the Virginia Living Museum's Planetarium, I've
developed a live "Sky Tonight" type program for hearing impaired groups, which mainly uses the communication technique of signing. The program is presented
by a lecturer whose narration is interpreted by a qualified signer. Single word or phrase captioning is used
during the show only to introduce new or difficult
words.
I think that relying on a signing interpreter for the
bulk of the lesson is the best possible way to communicate to the student. In a live program it's easy to tailor
the program to the audience, and there's a much higher
level of participation. It's also spontaneous, and personally more rewarding to the lecturer.
A dry run with the interpreter before the group's visit
is essential! Sentence structure and lecturing style play
an important role in the show's effectiveness, and the
signing interpreter can be helpful here in determining
which phrases or story developments work well, and
which don't.
Storytelling as a lecturing style works quite well, particularly those stories tied in with the mythologies of
the planets and constellations. Also, storytelling
becomes very descriptive and expressive when signed,

and as an art form by itself, is beautiful to behold.
ferent stories are told, according to seasonal cruan~~es
the sky and constellations.
Very few of us in the planetarium field are ~""""'''JU.Ii'I... u
signers, and not many facilities can afford to
own interpreters. I've found that the deaf cmnrr\u!1dty
a good source of interpreters, and have
ing impaired classes to come with their own
But by all means, learn a few signs. Direct communication with the deaf audience is the best way to conduct
a show. Most colleges offer
courses, and building a vocabulary
no
culty. In taking my first signing course, I was struck
the pictorial logic of the signs, and eSt>eclali
astronomical connotations of many of
tion). At the very least, have your interpreter
how to introduce yourself and say "good morning".
Our facility solves the problem of being able to see
the interpreter in the dark by the use of special UgJhtllng.
It's necessary to illuminate not only the hands,
arms and face of the interpreter as well, t::SIJt!l:lC:U.JI V
ing the storytelling sections. A 45-watt,
spotlight mounted on the cove and aimed
down, works quite wen; the interpreter can be

"Sky" -signing interpreter in Virginia Living Museum Planetarium.
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seen without any problem of "washing out" the starry
sky.
The shows last from 35 to 45 minutes, and usually
begin with an introduction to the room and its star projector. We then go from a sunset to a city sky interpretation of bright stars, moon and planets, then move to
dark country skies and constellations. Deep sky sights
and ephemeral events such as meteor showers, are covered as well, before the sunrise that concludes the show.
We like to give our audiences a chance to ask questions, and think up answers to some of our questions
about the sky. By experimenting, we found the group
most responsive to interaction during the beginning
and end of the show, (as might be expected), and also
during the city night sky identification-there was still
enough ambient light at this time to allow facial expressionsto be seen. We've found that two-way communication is virtually impossible under darkened country
skies, so in this section we emphasize lecture/
storytelling techniques.
During the program we emphasize the visual
medium as much as possible, using our best effects. But
we also use music. Most of the children we've taught
have severe hearing impairments, but are not totally
deaf. Therefore, music is used, from walk-in to sunset,
etc. It's important not to turn the volume up too much,
though; this can be a painful experience for anyone
wearing a hearing aid! It's likewise not necessary to
shout, but do speak clearly and succinctly, keeping your
face and mouth in view of the audience as much as possible. And always talk with the handicapped individual
directly, not in the third person. Make eye contact with
them, not the interpreter or helper.
I've found the experience of working with these students rewarding and delightful, and I hope to have
many more such contacts in the future.
Jon U. Bell, Astronomy Director
Virginia Living Museum
Newport News, Virginia

"'' ' ' ' ' '
Perhaps one of the most challenging things about
planetarium presentations for special groups is sheer
diversity. We try to accommodate as many different
kinds of groups as possible. In fact, we have produced
dozens of different shows for patrons with as many different kinds of handicaps. It is not, however, always a
good idea to present pre-produced shows to groups of
handicapped people. Custom tailoring of planetarium
presentations should be considered for all special
groups. Communication and consultation with the
group teacher or coordinator well before the show date
is a good first step.
It has been our experience that the strongest sense of
blind or deaf people ought to be the one which is
emphasized. For instance, blind patrons should be presented an audio presentation. Likewise, deaf patrons
should experience an essentially visual show. Signers
44

should always be accommodated. with
spot-lighting.
It must be remembered, when working with the
blind, that they do not have a set of visual references
and experiences from which to draw. It is, th€~re~ore
often difficult to discuss things like color. This is
is so important to know the specific abilities and Olsamlities of each group.
The same, of course, is true of mentally and emotionally handicapped groups. Planetarium presentations for
these people must be on a level which they can COlnp'rehend. We have found that profoundly mentally
capped groups respond positively to multimedia
entations. We do not lecture, though. Instead we
New Age background music while showing slides,
cial effects and the nighttime sky.
Finally, in presenting "standard" programs, accommodations should always be made for those with
cial needs. These may include everything from
chair access ramps to special lighting for signers. In all
cases, we make every attempt to remember
the
night sky is not exclusive. The night sky and O'(Tt:.,",i·h11'1HT
in it is an equal opportunity enjoyment.
Rolf Klein
Rauch Planetarium
University of Louisville
Louisville, KennlC.l.<::y

"'''''''''' *
At the Charles Hayden Planetarium, we are committed to making our programming accessible to ALL
cial needs visi tors.
Last spring we received a grant from our Museum's
Service League for $4,000 to purchase a
Braille Printer. With this embosser, we have been creating tactile astronomy-related illustrations,
constellations, planets and galaxies. These images are
printed on paper so that we can distribute them in
booklets, for free, to our visually impaired visitors. Usually, we put together a booklet of 2-5 pictures which
pertain to our shows and we have pictures which could
correspond to any of the public or school programs that

CWith this embosser, we liave been
creating tactife astronomy-refated
iffustrations, incfuding constef[a.
tions, pfanets and gafal(jes.
images are printed on paper so tliat
we can distribute them in boo/(fets,
for free, to our visua{fy impairea
visitors.
we offer. We are also in the process of developing a 3-D
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"Astronomy Box" of models for blind persons visiting
our planetarium, to help explain difficult concepts.
Due to the increased interest in our tactile illustrations, the Charles Hayden Planetarium is publishing a
Braille/Large Print astronomy book (44 pages) entitled
'Touch the Stars," which will include 11 tactile illustrations. The book will be available in mid-May and will
be marketed at our production cost of $10 In addition,
we will make available sets of 20 astronomy-related tactile illustrations at a cost of about $6/set. If anyone
would like to order a book and/or set(s) of astronomy
tactile illustrations, you can contact Steve Brand in the
Public Outreach Dept. at Boston's Museum of Science,
Boston, Massachusetts 02114.

. .. the Cliarfes !}{ayden pfanetarium is pu6{ishing a $raiffe/£arge
Print astronomy 600{( (44 pages)
entitfed "crouch tlie Stars," which
wi{{ inc{uae 11 tactife i{{ustrations. rrfie 6001( wi{{ 6e avaifa6fe in
mid-May ...
For the hearing impaired, we offer a sign language
interpreted program on the second Saturday of each
month. The Museum's interpreter sits in a wooden
booth during the show and interprets to persons sitting
in a particular area of our theater. A 15-watt red bulb
illuminates the interpreter's hands and causes no

distraction for the remainder of the audience.
Museum's Special Needs Director contacts schools for
the deaf to alert them to upcoming interpreted
gramming. We are, however, investigating an
system for the visually and hearing impaired, for installation when the planetarium undergoes a major renovation in several years.
When school groups reserve planetarium shows, the
Museum's School Services Dept. sends the planetarium
a weekly "group sheet." This list, which includes a mention of any special needs students, is particularly useful
to the staff when emotionally and physically handicapped students attend, as it guides us in our program
presentation. A special area of the theater is reserved for
wheelchairs. Each live lecturer makes every effort to
speak on "the level" of the students attending the
gram. Sometimes we have students who are in their
teens and are emotionally at a grade school level and
we take this into consideration as to how we greet the students at the planetarium entrance, where we seat the
group and how we "gear" the show. We are very flexible
and will always do our best to make a special needs visitor feel very welcome and understand that the
tarium is a friendly place to visit.
The Charles Hayden Planetarium works with the
Museum's Special Needs Dept. and School Services to
encourage special needs persons to visit our theater.
cial needs visitors deserve special attention and in
long run, we all mutually benefit from this experience.
Noreen A. Grice, Education Coordinator
Charles Hayden Planetarium
Boston's Museum of Science
Boston, Massachusetts

"Making"
"Machine"
"Star"

Translation: "Star Making Machine" = "Planetarium"
Drawings courtesy Jon U. Bell.
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new
tacIHtJles, or
that you would
to share with
other IPS
feel free to send me your
newsletter or
Of course, you do not have to
be an editor to send me material. I'll be
to obtain
in
of the IPS
material from
from around the world.
numbers listed above.

at the

....,VC;4. ...,.;;;''''''''-U,o;;;i:I>l.

Additional information
COJlta(:nn,g Sharon at
924-5431.

UAJ.llAU"-1.o;;;

The FINAL deadline for submissions into Regional
for the next issue of The Planetaritln is
2, 1990. This is a bit early due to the
fact that I win be in Norway and Sweden in July. Please
mark
calendars accordingly.

The Shiras Planetarium
C011dtlctin2: a fund drive
tor.

OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
.Il~Alla""'llV

No

Castro

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No

Martin

A...aI,..... UiUIC.

reJ:.re~;entatllve

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No report. Dennis ~in[\ot:oulos. ret're~;enltative
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATIONGLPA

GLPA will be 25 years old this October, as GLPA officially formed on October 8, 1965. One point of clarification that confuses everybody is that GLPA had its first
convention the instant it formed. The first convention
was held when GlPA was zero years old. That means,
this October, GLPA will host its 26th annual conference
but will be only 25 years old .

....,V"-......"',. plans are underway to celebrate this anniverri"''''n .... the conference which be held October 10-13

The revised 1990 version of the D/n"'bl" .....,,, ......
Book is now available for sale at the
of
Source Book lists
and other valuable .... n~''''' . . . ,.......
ium resources nationwide in a wide
of cat:egcJri~~s

western states. The overall theme throughout the lessons is that of motion and changes. Six one-hour training videos have been produced to assist teachers in
learning how to use the curriculum materials and portable planetariums. A live satellite teleconference is also
planned for next spring. For m.ore specific information,
contact Bob at Project Starwalk, Lakeview Museum
Planetarium, 1125 W. Lake Ave., Peoria, IL 61614.
GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATIONGPPA

The Lueninghoener Endowment for the Study of
Astronomy has been established in memory of Dr. Gilbert Lueninghoener, student, and friends at the Lueninn-h,,~o.... a1" Planetarium in Fremont, Nebraska. The interest from this endowment can be used, as needed, for the
upejattng of equipment and acquisition of new technolMidland
Observatory and I or PlaneInterest win not
used for general mainteof
nance of instruments and facilities or
eql11p~mE~nt that does not demonstrate
scientific
ed.l1CatlO]nal
or which would demean the

Via Ozanam 4, 25128

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETYMAPS

The Middle Atlantic Planetarium
held its 25th Anniversary
at
in Wheeling, West Virginia. The host pl~ln€~taJiulm
the conference was the Benedum
Science
ter. Over 100 persons were in attendance for the
affair. Conference highlights
a ~talrla,t)
shop given by John Meader
interview of Margaret
Atlantic Planetarium ........'''''.0.'14'7·
banquet and party. Dr. Alan t"ru~rr\an
Hall of Science
the
screening of Cinema-360's
Arctic Light, which was pr()dllCea
and
fine
'-'.11'0........." .."

n<3'nall'C

fn1n"'nl"'llCaC

The St. Louis Science Center has 48
FREE to a
home--all we ask is that you
pa<:.k.ed in a
crate that measThe folks
would like to
rid of them
one batch but would be
if several
are made. If inileresiec:L

The next GPPA conference
1990 at the Kansas Co:sm~Dsf:'helre
Hutchinson. For more ;; .... ~........"'n .... ~,;,... ....
...... " ,.... "'1l" at 1100 N. Plum
ITALIAN PLANETARIA'S
TION-AADP

The next mE!eting
Association will
Planetarium
annual m€!etine:
taria for the
nwill
be ...... ,ri ..~,,·t- ... l ... fl~
i-ClI"',.,h" ....

FRIENDS

H1".o,CU"l~

AS SOCIA·
NORDIC

PACIFIC

Dennis Schatz, V.M. Slipher Committee, Pacific Science
Center, 200 Second Ave. North, Seattle, WA 98109.
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

No Report. Ian McGregor, representative.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION-RMPA

The Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association held
its annual conference April 20-22. Conference highlights
included several speakers from Boeing, MartinMarietta, the National Center for Atmospheric
Research, Colorado State University and the Chairman
of the Astronomy Department at the U.S. Air Force
Academy. Topic covered such items as The Moon-Mars
Initiative; Magellan, Galilee and Tethered Satellites;
Global Warming; Responses to "New-Age' beliefs, i.e.
Astrology, Crystals, etc.; and On-line Observatories.
SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

No report. Dave Hostetter, representative.
SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
-SWAP

Please forgive an error that I made in the last issue of
The Planetarian. I inadvertently made Donna Pierce the
SWAP Newsletter Editor. Donna is the SWAP IPS Representative. Sorry, Donna.
The SWAP Annual Conference was held at the Hudnall Planetarium at Tyler Jr. College June 10-13. SKILLSHARE '90 was sharing the educational skills and
show-production abilities of the planetarians of the
Southwest. With focus on EDUCATION, seminars were
held on education-related issues; workshops on new
approaches to teaching in the planetarium; and seminars on computers in planetarium education. Show production included audio, graphics and special effects
workshops. Special attractions included: original script
and soundtrack competition; Show-a-rama; Hardware
Alley; Electronic Music; and a SWAP Consortium
aimed at designing, scripting and producing new planetarium shows by and for SWAP members.
To celebrate the retirement of Professor Paul Engle,
the Mid-South Astronomical Research Society in conjunction with the University of Arkansas at Little Rock
hosted a National Astronomy Day Public Star Party at
Pinnacle Mountain State Park on April 28th. Participants were treated to a re-cap of Paul's exciting and distinguished career in astronomy and aviation. The following day a Reception/LASER light show spectacular
was held in the Planetarium on the campus. All proceeds from the events and activities went to the Paul R.
Engle Endowment Fund.
a
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FOR SALE:
Spectra-Physics lasers
Precision Projection Systems .... rr\I£'">'... T_ ..""
Image Engineering Computer
& Digital PCM Recording System
Fostex Synchronizers
laser Fantasy Image Synthesizer
Sony Editor & Professional Video

L..,,-",'I...UJI..J

Compaq & IBM Computers & more
Equipment sold on a -best offer" basis.
Direct inquiries to:

TEL: (213) 395-1301

(Gibbous, continued from page 39)
Planetarium Festival. They elected to dedicate this
award to remember Arthur as a friend and a
sional planetarian. ..... Brian Deis has been appointed
Sales and Marketing Representative for the Planetarium
Department of Minolta Corporation's Document Imaging Systems DiVision! Deis was president of the Santa
Cruz Astronomy Association and has studied and lectured on astronomy for the past ten years...... Thomas
Hocking, reports the Morehead Planetarium at the University of North Carolina was dedicated as an Astronaut Training Center for Celestial Navigation for Mercury through Skylab. The dedication of the brass plaque
was held late last year!
nll"l"\'I".o",,_

Hubble Space Telescope:
Our dreams, hopes, and best wishes go with you!
0

~dluck.
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their show ''It's About Time" in
with 12 ~'n'U"V'i11"" O'\on.ths
Julian Roman
30
labeled in Latin

again. Dale Smith from Bowling Green State University Planetarium in Bowling
Ohio, 434040224, sends several calendars. They
them for
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JANE'S
CORNER

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
As I stood in line for the cashier at the discount drug
store, I noticed the revolving Timex watch display conveniently located to tempt waiting customers. I counted
watches and then smiled a secret smile. Of the 48
watches displayed, only 7 showed digital faces. The
other 41 were good 01' clock faces, with 12 numbers and
hands which move to tell the time. A year ago, that
same display showed 48 digital-faced watches.
I hate digital-display watches and clocks. Never did
take to 'em. Part of it is a mental thing I have: if I see
"4:46" displayed on a watch or clock face, I have to
transfer that information in my mind to an imaginary
clock with hands before I get a feel for what time it
really is!
My main problem with digital time-displays is that it
just seems unnatural. Clocks should be like the first
timepieces, sundials, with sticks or shadows moving in
a circle.
I tried to adjust, I really did. In the era of digital displays, I couldn't resist buying a $2.00 digital watch. It
included instructions which said that if the watch ever
failed to work, you could send it back to the company
with $2.00 and get it fixed, free! Another one I bought I
could never set because the little pegs on the side of the
watch horribly mangled the fleshy part of my index finger when I pushed them. On another one, the position
of the little pegs on the watch did not match the position of the little pegs on the accompanying setting diagram. I got the alarm on by messing with it, then
couldn't get it off; I couldn't set the correct time. I threw
it in the trashcan in my bedroom where it kept reminding me of its presence once every day with papermuffled peeps. But my worst moment came when my
beloved 20-year old clock radio just wore out during the
digital era, and I COULD NOT FIND A REPLACEMENT WITH FACES AND HANDS in the stores! Digital display was everywhere.
So, in my planetarium, how was I going to teach

50

about the rotation of the earth?
Me: "The earth rotates . . . .
'ln" ...... '''.. '''.~·
you know backwards from the
the
hands on a clock move."
Student: "Excuse me, Mrs. Hastings,
what are 'clock hands'r
Well, as you can see, the words "clockwise" and "counterclockwise" had to be
removed from my lessons. I could not tell
students that the counterclockwise rotation
of the earth made objects appear to move
clockwise around the earth. We could not
marvel together at the mystery of why a counterclockwise-rotating globe as seen from the north pole, ~n'l'''\4JI~'I''(!
to rotate clockwise as seen from the south pole.
eliminate all such wonderful observations during
digi tal era.
But that's all over now. My secret smile at the
counter revealed delight in discovering renewal
sensibility of mankind. The insides of watches and
clocks may have changed, but faces and hands are
"Clockwise" and "counterclockwise" are back in
planetarium vocabulary-where they belong.
U1 .....·£lol'...

I

Overheard:
Katherine Becker, Planetarium groupie from _ ................
Nebraska, wondered if expressions like "He doesn't
have both oars in the water" or "He's a few bricks
a full load" could be customized for planetarians.
no one else would tackle such a worthwhile """""""a.",fdid!
- She says how about: "His arc is firing but his stars
aren't on ..."
- "His tray's not fully loaded .. ,"
-" His lamp is burning, but his fan's not on ... "
- "The comet's gone but he's still showing his
show ... "
- 'His zoom's not fully extended ..."
- tlHe's a few planet cages shy of a fun solar system ..."
- "He's so dumb, he thinks that S.O.B. stands for 'Star
of Bethlehem' ..."
- "His elevator doesn't go all the way to the top"
-George Hastings, Starlab Planetarian in Richmond,
Virginia couldn't resist adding to Katherine's list: "If
were any smarter, he would be a dork"
Mike Ryan, from Lake County Planetarium of
Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida, was teaching astronomy to
25 middle and high school teachers. As he romanticized
that the ancients thought the hazy Milky Way was
desses with large jugs of milk at the top of the sky,
audience broke-ll~ with laughter. They pointed to a
sketch he had left on the front board showing a
pair of stars and a possible figure-eight orbit of a planet
0
in such a system~
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REVOLUTIONARY
Walter Bauersfeld's invention
of a machine that projects dots
on a dome created a revolutionary
new way for millions to discover the
wonder and majesty of the night.
But the seven decades since
have witnessed a revolution in our
understanding of the heavens.
Phrases like black hole, quasar,
supernova, big bang, and evolving
galaxy come to mind.
The planetarium has been hardpressed to keep up .

,

--

Enter Sky-Skan .
In one elegant stroke , our new
special effects video discs
(Volumes 1-4 now available)
teamed with our incredible
NUTMEG Video/Audio Controller
have closed the gap. Now, for
about 1% of what it costs you to
show the sky, you can roam the
universe , accessing dozens of
vivid effects instantly.
This revolution is happening
now. Call us for a demo tape ,
and a list of clients already
enjoying the future.

SKY SKAN, INC.
51 LAKE ST. NASIIUA , Nil 03060 USA
603·880·8500 FAX: 603,882-6522

